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BEACH DAY
My head is a sky full of clouds.

I pull one down to peer in, 

it’s fuzzy around the edges 

and falling rain covers the sounds 

of their voices. 

I try to listen more intently

but thunder strikes instead, 

throwing me out of the room 

and back into a clear sky. 

 

The wax doesn’t stay firm 

with this proximity. 

It breaks the molds and drips down 

into the ocean waiting below. 

 

A brisk breeze could carry me 

if there was anything left to hold. 

Mere wisps are left 

and I can’t collect them. 

 

WRITTEN BY

PAIGE TURNER
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A Three Course Meal
of Korean Love
WRITTEN BY

LILY NGUYEN

         ocked. I tried pushing instead of pulling. The door

barely budged. Maybe it was a sliding door?

  …
  That didn’t work either. I had driven over an hour to get

here, only to be defeated right before reaching my

destination?!

  In a maze of dull and gray apartment buildings, I had

carefully navigated my car through the narrow alleys of 

 Kumamoto City to find the door before me. The

restaurant’s bright pink hues and the dandelion yellow

house  beside  it  were the only  exceptions to  this  muted

landscape, both acting as neon lighthouses for my

journey. Under the noon sun, the neighborhood was quiet

and empty, save for an older man relaxing on the porch of

said yellow house.

  “Hey, can you read the kanji on that sign?”

  “Something about summer…and being closed?”

L  “...but I was so looking forward to eating Korean today!”

  Dejectedly, my friends and I began walking back to my

car, groaning at our lost cause. Nai pulled out his phone 

 and began searching for alternate restaurants, and Colin

continued  attempting to decipher the kanji on the sign left

on the restaurant porch. Simultaneously, I noticed the old

man get up from his porch and start walking over to us.

He shouted something in Japanese, speaking rapidly. 

   Oh, great. Were we in trouble? 

  Apologizing for our poor language skills, Nai explained

to him in broken Japanese that we were foreigners who

had recently moved to the prefecture to work as Assistant

Language Teachers. Speaking up, I added that I had

driven to Kumamoto City from the Amakusa area, and

Colin had traveled from Ubuyama. 

 “Ah!” The man nodded in surprise and then repeated

himself, this time in slower and more basic Japanese. 
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  “I’m sorry; we are closed for the summer.” He gestured

towards the pink restaurant. “We don’t have any food for

you.”

   “Oh no! That’s too bad. We were really looking forward

to eating here.”

   “You wanted to eat here?” The man appeared to be 

deep in thought. “Hmm…do you like cold noodles?”

  Glancing around at each other, unsure of what was

happening, we slowly nodded. “Yes, we like cold

noodles!”

 “You can eat cold noodles?” he asked, miming

chopsticks scooping up a meal into his mouth.

   “Er…yes, we can!”

   “You want to eat cold noodles?”

   “Yes, we do?…Uh, I mean—yes, we do!”

  “Then…wait here.” He turned around and ran towards

his house, calling for someone to come out.

   Still in a slight daze as to what was going on, we heard

shouting coming from the house. “Come quickly! There

are hungry Americans here! They drove a long way to get

here! From Amakusa! Hurry, hurry! Quickly, quickly!” 

  Suddenly, a woman emerged from the yellow house,

running towards the restaurant. The man followed after

her. “This is my wife! She will make you food!” They

threw open the doors of the restaurant, beckoning us to

come inside and take shelter from the summer heat. 

  Inside the pink building, we exchanged our shoes for

slippers, and a cozy home interior enveloped us in a

warm atmosphere. The woman ushered us to our seats

and immediately poured us hot tea into matching

porcelain cups and saucers. For a brief moment, we sat in

stunned and somewhat guilty silence. This family, with

such short notice, had opened up their entire restaurant

just for us? Without any mention of a menu or price, the

woman hurried behind the counter and began

preparations for our mystery meal. With clanging pots and

pans serving as white noise, I joked to the others,

“Maybe she’s going to charge us an exorbitant price at

the end of all this!”

  After an hour of enduring our increasingly growling

stomachs, our patience was finally rewarded. The woman

brought us each a beautifully arranged tray of Korean and

Japanese side dishes, paired with the aforementioned

main course: cold  noodles.  Though  we  weren’t  entirely

sure of what any of the foods were, we didn’t hesitate to

dive into this culinary adventure, and the long cooking

time was well worth the wait.

   ありがとうございます！(Arigatou gozaimasu!)

   감사합니다 ! (Gamsahamnida!)

   いただきます！(Itadakimasu!)

   Entirely focused on how delicious the lunch set was, we

silenced our chatter, and soon the only audible noises in

the restaurant became the sounds of slurping noodles

and  clinking  chopsticks.  Taking  a  well-deserved  break

from the kitchen, the Korean woman stopped by our table

to check in on us. She seemed to empathize with the

struggles of learning a new language and spoke to us in

the most comprehensible Japanese I had heard thus far. 

   She leaned over the table and pointed at our kimchi.

“Be careful; it’s spicy.”

   We reassured her, “Oh, we love spicy food!”

   She let out a guffaw. “Well, you don’t hear that often in

Japan! I love cooking spicy food, but no one can handle it

here!” Taking on an excited expression, she ran back into

the kitchen. “Then I can make you something even

spicier!”

   Several minutes later, she emerged with three plates of

tteokbokki for our ever growing feast. Unlike most

Japanese restaurants where the supposedly spicy dishes

marked on the menu taste no different than a normal dish

with a mild kick of flavor, she wasn’t lying—she really

could make spicy food!

   For hours, we exchanged stories from our lives, each

painting pictures of what our hometowns and childhoods

were like, reflecting upon how our backgrounds shaped

our perspectives on life, and how that eventually led to

our coming to Japan. The Korean woman was from

Busan, and we were all from different U.S. states and

fields of study, so there was no shortage of new things to

learn from  each  other.  Despite  our  poor  Japanese and

her lack of  English, there was no  shortage of  laughter or  
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any reservations about sharing. We spoke of universals

that transcended language barriers and words, a type of

tongue that included laughter and joy, but also pain and

suffering. We all intimately knew and could empathize

with the turmoil of uprooting one’s life to move to another

country. 

  As someone who had immigrated to Japan over 30

years before, the Korean woman candidly shared the

struggles of living as foreigners with her husband, a

Zainichi Korean. Despite being permanent residents of

Japan with a near perfect grasp of the language, they

each faced discrimination and difficulties. The couple

found hope in their restaurant and in sharing their cultural

cuisine with Kumamoto City residents and foreign tourists

alike. She detailed the care that went into the design of

the restaurant, one that would seem like a home from the

moment a guest stepped inside. They had purposely

chosen the bright pink exterior with the aim of attracting

customers from afar, and the strategy had certainly

worked on us!

 With our stomachs beginning to grow full, I was

beginning to wonder if I could even finish the feast. Then

the woman surprised us by saying she hadn’t finished

bringing out all the food yet, and there was still dessert

left!

  When she went back into the kitchen a third time, I

remarked in English, “She really is like our new Korean

Mama!” Hearing a laugh erupt from the kitchen, I

sheepishly realized that the Korean Mama’s English skills

were not as nonexistent as I had previously thought.

   Soon after, as she placed cups of coffee and plates of

fresh hotteok, Korean sweet pancakes filled with a sugar

syrup filling, in front of us, Colin asked in English, “Is this

a bad time to say I’ve never tried coffee in my entire life?”

In shock, Nai and I translated for the Korean Mama. 

   “Eh?! First time?!”

   “But I still want to try the coffee of course!”

  The Korean Mama sternly looked into Colin’s eyes.

“Tonight…when you try to go to sleep…your heart…
BOOM!” She flailed her arms around, imitating Colin’s
future exploding heart. 

   I am happy to report that for at least the remainder of

the lunch, Colin’s heart did not explode, and with the help

of some sugar, he finished his first ever cup of coffee.

With this milestone completed, we were finally done with

our meal. With the amount of food and laughter we had

received, I wouldn’t have complained at any price, but we

only had to pay 1400¥ each. As we finished paying for our

meal, we asked the Korean Mama if she would kindly

take a photo with us, as our experience at the restaurant

talking with her had been so delightful. “Oh, no, no, no!

Next to your young and beautiful faces, I would look so

old and ugly!” she joked. “When my husband ran into our

house yelling about hungry Americans wanting to eat cold

noodles, I had no idea what was going on. But now, I’m
grateful that you came and that we were able to meet.” 

  We said our bittersweet goodbyes and promised to

spread the restaurant’s name with everyone we met in

Japan and to return once more in the future with

additional friends.

   “This is my new favorite restaurant in all of Kumamoto

City,” I declared. I neglected to say that it was the first

and only restaurant in Kumamoto City I had dined at, but

the point still stands! 

   The Korean Mama walked the three of us outside to my

car and helped guide me as I backed out of the parking

lot into the narrow side streets. With the windows rolled

down, we waved and gave endless thanks for the

priceless memories created that afternoon.

   ありがとうございます！

   감사합니다 ! 

   Thank you!

  As I drove away from the pink oasis and back into the

city chaos, I turned back one last time and shouted,

“Korean Mama, saranghae!”◆

"...she wasn’t lying
—she really could
make spicy food!"

Kum Ari / 夢あり / 꿈 아리
Address: 熊本県熊本市中央区⼤江1-4-28

1 Chome-4-28 Oe, Chuo Ward, Kumamoto, 862-0971
Phone: 080-5604-0468
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On the first weekend in September, 20,000
people came to Country Park (Kumamoto
Prefecture Agriculture Park) in Kōshi, a city
with a population of 64,000. WANIMA, a
punk rock band from Kumamoto, invited a
number of musicians and brought a music
festival back to their home prefecture.
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1CHANCE

FESTIVAL

          s with anything in Japan, tickets were balloted,

although there were multiple rounds. I got mine in May, but

heard they were sold out closer to the date. I’m not sure why

I was surprised that I have to ballot for many other things too

– “sheet area” (plots for you to spread a tent or picnic mats),

“near stage standing area” for each artist, “priority tickets to

buy goods”, etc. It was quite some work to read up all the

information (only in Japanese) and understand how things

work and what to do and by when, but it does result in an

orderly fest, with different people getting a chance to be

nearer to the stage.

  I took a city bus from Kumamoto to the venue, and walked

the way in, past the crowds and lo and behold! Kumamon at

the entrance! A few (or more) photos later, I was finally at the

festival grounds. There were a lot more family and kids than

at the other fest I went to (Osaka Metrock), and plenty of

space for everyone to grab a seat or spread a picnic mat.

A

WRITTEN BY

VERONICA VANESSA
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 WANIMA went on stage to greet everyone

and officially started the fest, Kumamon

with them (I heard he appeared in Nagoya

an hour later before coming back to the

entrance ;)). My First Story was the

opening act, with a surprise collaboration

halfway with Taka from ONE OK ROCK.

The first day line up continues with INI, 10-

Feet, [Alexandros], Maximum the

Hormone, MONGOL800 (with a

collaboration with WANIMA) and of

course, WANIMA themselves. By

WANIMA’s encore performance, the sky

had turned dark, and fireworks were

launched along with the last notes of the

last song.

  Despite the muscle aches from walking

and jumping too much, I was ready for

more on the second day. It really helped

that I got a spot at the balloted sheet area

to open up my one-person watermelon

tent and had a base to return to between

performances, or to watch performances

from. The second day started with Saucy

Dog, followed up by Def Tech, Creepy

Nuts, AK-69, and then ONE OK ROCK

and UVERworld, and closed by WANIMA.

I managed to get a ballot for one of the

last rows of the “near stage standing

area” for the final performance, which I

was very happy about.

  The walk back to the main road was

surreal, rows and rows of people walking

at night in the middle of nowhere,

vegetable plots on one side and rice fields

on the other. With all the walking, jumping

and travelling to and from the venue, I

clocked over 64,000 steps over 2 days.

The muscle aches the next day, and the

next next day were no joke, but the heart

is full, and now I can say I have watched

WANIMA in their home ground, and

watched fireworks with them twice :) ◆



       cycle everywhere, all the time. I made the decision before I came to Japan that I

wasn’t going to need a car. This is Japan, the land of futuristic trains and superb public

transport. Apparently, I didn’t do my research very well, or perhaps didn’t think about it too

much. Because of course, there are great swathes of land without train service and the

buses are not always the most reliable. The rather small Welsh semi-rural industrial town

from which I came somehow has better public transport than the metropolis of Yatsushiro.

But I didn’t mind, for I came to Japan in part to cycle. And so, I accepted the challenge

gleefully.

   I cycle to school, my furthest is only twenty minutes. I cycle into the city centre, which at

most is about forty minutes. I cycle to the tennis courts, friend’s houses, and hot springs,

which on a slow day can be an hour away. After about six months, I decided my cheap

mamachari (town bike, no gears, with a basket) was limiting me a bit. So, I bought a

proper bike, gears included. And suddenly, when I wanted to go into the mountains, it

wasn’t quite so much of a challenge. Two- or three-hour bike rides on the weekend;

encircling great mountains of the inaka; multi-day rides to Amakusa. I’m starting to do

more of the cycling I wanted to do in Japan. Anytime of the day or night, and since the sun

sets so early here compared to the UK in summer, I find myself cycling quite often at night.

   So, one day I was heading to a town called Toyono to meet some friends and go on from

there by car. No problem I thought. Only just into the mountains and a measly fourteen

kilometres away. It was a brand-new route; one I’d never been down before. Mostly back

roads then the climb over the relatively small mountain; a long, protracted slope. Charming

cycle. The rest of the day was fantastic, spent chasing waterfalls and going to my first

summer festival. At about ten or eleven pm I found myself back in this unknown town of

Toyono and ready to make the return ride.
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All surrounding. There was no moon that

night and not another light around. A

narrow, forested, mountain road… in the

black void. Whenever I bent around a

corner, I literally could not see in front of

me. The cone does not turn with the bike. I

was cycling in a wave shape to get as

much visibility as I could. The climb earlier

in the day was brief. But now in the dark, it

felt an eternity longer.

 What would I do if I hit a rogue boar? I’d
probably fall off, be brutally gored, and

bleed out alone rueing the inaka. I could

quite easily slip on a fallen branch littered

on the road, scrape my knee, and whilst

nursing my boo-boo on the floor, fall prey

to the dreaded mukade. Crying and

screaming in the night as the beasts run

riot over me, feasting on my flesh. Or

worse, what if one of those monstrous

suzumebachi woke up in the middle of the

night and finally managed to track me

down and stab me like a skewer. I swear

they’re hunting me. I couldn’t survive that.

I hadn’t seen a single vehicle of any

description on this mountain. Phone signal

was a farce. Help wasn’t coming. I was on

my own.

"But now in the dark, 
it felt an eternity longer."

  Reaching the crest at the top of climb

was more thrilling than a racer at the finish

line. The long arduous climb had ceased.

The beasts no longer could catch up with

me. I can’t outrun a killer hornet going up

the hill, but I sure as hell can going down

(not that the murder hornets, or any hornet

for that matter is wandering the dark skies

at night). But the descent was, objectively,

far more dangerous. I am somehow

incapable of descending mountains slowly.

I see a downward track and I have to

release the brake. Like a rally car winding

around the dirt tracks, I reach the apex

and lean in. Swing round corners and

scream for joy. It was difficult to rein

myself in. But any pothole, debris or even

overexcitement would send me toppling

over, and without being able to see round

bends and only seeing a couple metres

ahead, the risk is real (unlike being eaten

alive by mukade).

  It’s a scary world, the inaka. Respect the

mountain or the mountain will claim you.

 Can you guess what sent me toppling

over? Take your pick of what I saw only a

fraction of a second before I hit it.

  It was on the urban streets where I live

long after I’d left the mountain behind. A

curb. I think the hornets put it there. ◆

  It’s only when you’re on an unfamiliar

road at night that you seem to notice how

poor your front light is. It’s a very narrow

cone, illuminating approximately three

metres ahead. The purpose of these

lights, generally speaking, is so cars

ahead can see you and so you can see

the immediate potholes more clearly. I’ve

had a variety of headlights in the past,

some that function much like a car’s full

beam so you can see the whole road and

wake sleeping children as you pass by

their windows. And I’ve had the cheap tat

which are intended for urban areas and

with which you’d struggle to find your

dropped keys; the classification of light to

which this particular bike’s light belonged.

I could see nothing. I also, quite soon after

departing, realised I’d forgotten to re-

charge my rear light, and so was cycling

with no red light behind me, just the

reflectors. Most cyclists I see don’t seem

to bother with the rear light, but cycling

without it at night always puts me on edge

no matter where I cycle. And so with that, I

made it through the town and hit the

mountain.

  Glaring eyes out of the tree line, darting

boars across the road, a stray deer in the

middle of the road. This is what I was

picturing in front of me outside of my cone

of light. The darkness was immense. 
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The end of the year is rapidly approaching. I can feel the

chill creeping forward, robbing me of the warmth I usually

enjoy. My aching legs can’t handle the cold, much less the

dangers the darkness of night can bring. I must seek

shelter. 

problem

ゴキブ リ
WRITTEN BY

MOLLY M.

opportunity

success

discovery

lamentation

The orange rectangle glows in contrast to the harsh dark

of the outside. I don’t know where it leads, but I know that

the possibility of warmth and safety are enough to drive

me forward. 

As I approach the light, I find its source. A small lantern

illuminates the cavernous space beyond the rectangle. I

pass into the room, pleased to find it warmer than the

outside. All is well in this new place, and I rest my tired

legs on the soft ground. 

I am almost asleep, when I am awoken by a blunt force

tearing me from my resting spot. I look up from my new

location on the floor, stunned and disoriented. All I can see

above me are two massive round eyes. The eyes stare

down at me, and I run as fast as I can, trying to find a

place the eyes can’t follow. 

The night is now over, but in this cavern I remain. As the

day continues forward I find myself no longer fighting the

elements, but a new foe. The furry beast tracks my every

move; those massive eyes following me wherever I go.

The regret I feel, to have escaped cold only to live in fear

of the paw. 
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          heat so thick you worry it’ll swallow you whole. It has been many weeks since
the girl had her altercation with the flying beetle; she has mostly forgotten about it.

Light bounces off the river as the trees speckle the water with sun through the gaps in
the leaves. Ever playful is Kumamoto’s natural landscape. Two ravens tucked into a

citrus tree adjacent to the river watch as the girl turns the corner from the school.
They sit, unmoving except when they turn their necks a bit to watch her take a sharp
left. “A heat so unrelenting you fear you’ll never find yourself in its absence…” she

remarks to no one in particular. Amused by the lackluster response, she continues. “A
heat so deafening you’ll hear nothing but your thoughts melting underneath an

unforgiving sun…A heat so pervasive you can no longer imagine life without it…A
heat so indifferent you might think it exists without reason…A heat so comically wet

you–” Ah. As students bike past the girl, she senses the one-sided conversation
descending into nonsense, and finishes the walk to her car in silence. She reaches
for the door, and offers one last attempt at a proper assessment of the heat. “A heat
so overpowering…a heat so unnerving…a heat so close.” She is surely thinking of

something other than the weather. She pulls out of the lot, blinks, and  suddenly finds 
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herself turning into the apartment complex she lives in.
Setting her eyes on a familiar vision, the family of three
that lives in the apartment in front of her parking space,

she watches them play with water guns as she backs into
her space. She is expressionless. The father takes a shot
of warm water to the head, and the young boy cries out in

victory. She stares straight ahead at the family as she
mindlessly digs through her bag for her house keys.
Youth is a beautiful and cruel thing. The girl sits and

watches, for perhaps a moment too long, then shuts the
engine off and gathers her things to head inside.

 
 A spider constructed a web spanning from the girl’s

windshield to the side-window. She ignored it for a while,
but a rather pugnacious beetle was quite perturbed by the

presence of the spider, and confronted it about a week
ago. In a ferocious flurry of hairy legs and fevered attacks,
the  two  creatures  collided,  slicing  and  tearing  through
chitin without hesitation. Fangs met the rigid exoskeleton
of the beetle, glistening as fluid oozed from various cuts;
the bite signified the end of the beetle’s belligerent and
hostile harassment of the locals as its body relaxed into
an eternal slumber. The spider walked away from the

battle victorious, but injured beyond what its body could
naturally repair. Since then, the spider has remained

mostly immobile, and his wounds are quickly catching up
with him today.

  I wore the blood of that wretched beetle so proudly for
you. Would I not weather any misfortune to continue my
perch between the mirror of your car and your driver’s
seat? I have held post here for weeks, and as my health
declines, I want not for anything else but to remain here
until I am naturally worn from this world, pieced apart by
the wind and rain until I exist in everything but this current
form. I watched, waited, and now I shall die, and yet I will
not be haunted by my inaction in these final moments.
Surely I would have burst into flames had my heart been
fulfilled, my love requited, and my efforts met with
reciprocation. What, indeed, is at the end of the rainbow?
It is far better to perish in search of such an answer,
rather than to find yourself on the other end of the
question. Aren’t our eyes made to be torn out, and our
hearts for the same purpose? Might I have one final
chance upon this metaphorical stage to face the spotlight
and call out to the great arbitrator in mine own requiem? If
a soliloquy you want, I will speak the life out of me then
fade quickly into the night.
  I have long sensed immense and chasmic gaps in my
soul that I once mistook to be shortcomings of the heart.
Had I learned to love, I  thought, this life would be made
to be sufficient for me. All grievances would surely fall and
prostrate  themselves  before a  requited  love, as there is 

no truer form of being than being in love I believed. The
idea was holy to me. I wished no longer to delight in evil,
but to rejoice in something so true my heart and mind
might be fully removed from all doubts and despair. In
your presence, this I have done. To further enjoy and
intensify this wondrous circumstance, I felt I must do
anything. The raptures of first love come fast and
ravenously into the heart, and would you allow its
presence, it shouldn’t abate until it has devoured you
whole. To be consumed entirely leaves nothing to be
desired, for it leaves no room to desire anew. My heart
sang with joy at learning that I was capable of such a life,
and yet the unwelcomed harmonies of my melancholy
and sordid nature resonated within me, echoing
throughout the caverns of my heart and the spaces
between my bones. The two sounds together were
perhaps too much to bear. He who said that the poet’s
cries would frighten while his music brings bliss may not
have pondered on the circumstance I found myself in
upon my recognition of these gaps in the soul, this dual-
melodied performance for which the emergency exit was
jammed shut. Surely, they were meant to be filled, and
yet the holes grew wider everyday as my swelling heart
pushed and pulled, tearing flesh and wrenching about in
efforts to situate itself in a place in which it did not belong.
It has burned through me, this love, and left in its wake
nothing but the ashes of a man—and by man I mean
spider—that I no longer know. I wish to call out and be
heard as a beautiful voice to rival the angels, but I am not
the mouth for those ears. To love is to wait. To love is to
linger. My heart may lie in wait for you eternally and yet
my soul could not rest a day for neither you nor me any
longer. I worry I shall never stop moving. In my dreams
we are both laying under a blue oak, and a leaf falls to
rest on your forehead. In my dreams, I never left home.
We are everyone around us and we are laughing over
Tuesday night’s dinner. We are driving our spider children
to soccer practice. They take after me: they’re a bit shy
with the ball at the get-go but once they–

   The spider is swiftly crushed by a large black minivan
as it pulls up next to the apartment door that the girl just
now steps out of, walking towards the vehicle. The door
slides open, and she gets in. She does not look down.

 
 The spider shutters out a few breaths and winces out his
final phrases before allowing himself to be done. This is

what he says: 
Peace.

It is a providence, and no great change; we are only what
we always were, but naked now. I find myself faced here
with something unknown, and I must say it does not pain

me to leave this world. ◆
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The water dances 

with moves that humans have forgotten. 

It flows with a grace that bones 

cannot bend enough to replicate. 

Slipping through my fingers and under my toes 

it eddies and swirls 

to continue downstream. 

The current begs me to join,

to relax and enjoy the ride. 

My muscles resist the undertow, 

my hand firmly on steady ground. 

Something listens to the sodden plea, 

a single shoe breaks free. 

Soaring through the air

before hitting the river 

and starting a journey. 

I pursue, the stream carrying me,

the pull now a push, 

that I accelerate. 

When I stop, victorious, 

the sandal upheld, 

the brook doesn’t know

that the game has ended.

Instinct knows the steps 

to the dance the water started. 

Douse, dip, ripples, and twirls,

a churning rhythm known only

by my form and the surrounding whirls.

My feet find purchase, 

I lift from the water. 

It drags at my ankles, gently, 

knowing it has lost. 

But my body remembers the feeling

and asks to be submerged again. 

Lost and
Found
WRITTEN BY

PAIGE TURNER
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▲
Photo by Paige Turner



        istless clouds soar by, dissipating and reappearing

through the atmosphere. 

 Desk-warming. Surely a misnomer, considering the heat

dripping down my spine. The teachers’ room’s AC unit went

out a month ago, and not a single person is left in the office.

They all have been meeting and working in different rooms

with working AC units, or taking vacation. The fan passes by,

granting a brief moment of reprieve before the heavy heat

settles back in. 

 I’m listless and rooted, unable to think around the heat

keeping me in place. I try to read, to make a presentation, but

nothing sticks. I take a sip of coffee and try again. The

minutes tick by, the momentary breaks from the fan barely

hitting me. 

 A teacher finally wanders in at lunchtime. They remark on

how resilient I am! How remarkable it is that the heat doesn’t
bother me! 

 I know the bitterness doesn’t withhold itself from my laugh.

Can they not see my face, dripping to where my mask feels

soaked enough to wring with my hands? I tell them- I am hot,

I am sweating. 

 They act confused, as though they did not expect this

answer. Perhaps they, too, forget that I am human. They

apologize and leave me alone. If only the humidity could do

the same. 

 No one else comes into the room for the remainder of the

day, and time passes slowly. ◆

Summer
Fan

WRITTEN BY

ANONYMOUS

W
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▲
Yoh Shoumei Museum
By Cricket Lee



A conversation between three mosquitos on a shoulder in Kego Park:
WRITTEN BY

JULIA NEELY

Boys, it’s been a minute! What’s new?

Marilyn and I just got back from the lake.

God, I loved it. It was too dreamy.

Sounds amazing. Can you believe the

weather we’re having these days? It’s like

…unprecedented…the heat…
can you choke

on the thought of home?

…                                                                                                                                                um…what?

I said…
…

can you choke

on the thought of home?

…hm.                                                                                                                                                         …
…
…

Yeah, the heat, huh.

God, yeah. Marilyn and I have

recently taken to eating earlier in

the morning and later in the evening

to avoid the heat. Bit of a

Spanish diet.

Ever the man of culture you are.

It’s hard to eat when you slide right

off the shoulder, am I right? And

they’re like…so salty in the summer.

Yeah. So salty in the summer.

But you know boys,

I think this is the best time

of our lives. We can’t forget that.

Literally. Everything is like…
so alive in the summer.

Yeah

It’s just all so dreamy.

Sometimes I can’t believe it.

Sometimes I don’t.
It’s a pleasure…to be here

with you all. Always is.

I’d take 10 degrees color, but

it’s a pleasure under any circumstances. 

Yeah. 

Well, good times, boys. Ole’ girl is

waiting on me back near the vending

machine. Better get a move on.
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Of course.

No worries. We’ll see you soon.

Catch you later then.

Yeah.

…
…
…

So…
I think we all are.

Hm?

Choking on the thought of home.

Oh. Yeah.

Yeah…

◆◆

http://www.marypainter.net/


Area Leader
Introductions

Damon Christensen
4th year ALT

Hey, everyone - I'm Damon, a fourth-year

American JET from America. I have many

traditional American hobbies such as

guitar (mediocre), weightlifting (mid at

best) and gaming (also not stellar). I'm

also in KumaJET as event coordinator so

I'm hoping you'll all get to know me at the

various events we'll be doing this year. I

love meeting new people, so if you see

me, come say hi!

Fernando Joseph Luna
4th year ALT

Howdy Ya’ll!
My Name is Fernando Joseph Luna and I am of two area leaders for

The Higashi crew. I’m 28 years-old and was born and raised in El Paso,

Texas. My hobbies are powerlifting, traveling, powerlifting, photography,

powerlifting, and fishing. My current goals for this year and next year are

to see more of Japan, join a powerlifting competition, get better at

photography, and of course improve my Japanese! If anyone would like

any recommendations on places to see in Kyushu or would like to join

me for a training session, please hit me up on Instagram @lunafer11 

Favorite motto: “It doesn’t matter how slow you go as long as you do

not stop”

Favorite Color: Orange

Favorite Japanese food: TSUKEMEN!

YOKA SUMMER 202222
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Cricket Lee
2nd year ALT

Hello! I'm Cricket, and I'm a second year ALT in Namino. I like

playing video games and hanging out with friends! Living in the

Japanese countryside has taken some getting used to, but at a year

in I'm feeling like I'm getting my feet under me. If you ever want to

hang out around Aso, or if you want to hang out with some games

(I'm a beast at Mario Kart, not gonna lie haha), or if you even just

need someone to talk to, feel free to reach out! Catch y'all around!

Aso-KikuchiAso-Kikuchi▲
Yoh Shoumei Museum
By Cricket Lee

Annie Baum
4th year ALT

My name is Annie and I'm one of the Aso Kikuchi Gun Area Leaders.

I live in Aso city and teach JHS and ES students. I love to cook

foods I can't find easily in Japan like Tex-Mex and greek. I'm a huge

fan of karaoke. I'm usually catching up on the latest tv shows or

movies after school. If you find yourself in the area to visit the

volcano or the beautiful caldera, please look me up! 



Chrissy Streitz 
2nd year ALT

Hello, hello! My name is Christina Streitz, but please call me Chrissy! I'm one

of two Tamana area leaders. I hail from North Orange County in California,

USA. While I am now only on my second year of JET, this is my third time

staying in Japan. I currently work at Tamana Jr. High and Nameishi

Elementary.

In my free time I play D&D, draw, and dance (especially tap!). I'm also a big

fan of music and video games. My favorites are Rock and Kpop; and JRPGs

respectively. Nice to meet you!
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TamanaTamana
Shea Sion
2nd year ALT

Hey everyone! I'm Shea Sion, one of the Area Leaders out in Tamana!

I'm originally from Maryland in the US, just outside of DC. This is my

first going on second year on JET and I’m an ALT for ES/JHS. Outside

of work, you can catch me at kyuudo practice, playing D&D, and writing

stories. Living in Japan has been a dream, from the community to the

food to the sights of mountains every day– I really just love it. There’s
still much I have to explore, so if you’re ever looking for a plus one in

karaoke or checking out a shrine or anything, feel free to hit me up!

Hey, I'm Yousef from London, UK. I'm currently residing in Kosa-machi, just south of

Kumamoto city.

Loves: Chelsea FC, badminton, small dogs, pineapple on pizza

Hates: Tottenham FC, not playing badminton, people that dislike small dogs, pineapple that is

not on pizza

Kosa has a great vibe; the area itself feels modern while maintaining a semblance of being a

traditional inaka town. I should have gone into real estate. The weirdest thing about Kosa is

that everyone living here seems to have at least 3-4 children. I was under the impression that

Japan has a low birthrate, so what's that all about? But I digress, what I am trying to say is that

you should check this place out if you ever get tired of the city, why? Multiple camping sites,

boutique cafes, mountains, onsens, a cool river flowing through the middle of town, mountains,

a single Rocky supermarket, and lastly, mountains, did I mention mountains? Also, we have

the BEST shaved Ice in Kumamoto from 

モリチク. I'm something of a Kakigori connoisseur myself, I know these things.

Yousef Berouche
2nd year ALT

KamimashikiKamimashiki
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ShimomashikiShimomashiki
Libby Desonia
4th year ALT

Hi, my name is Libby! I’m a 4th year ES/JHS ALT in Uto, just south of

Kumamoto and famous for the Okoshiki Coast Tides, as well as one of the

best cherry blossom viewing spots around at Tachioka Park. I am originally

from the good ol’ corn-lovin’ state of Ohio in the USA. When I first came to

Japan in 2019, I was only planning to stay for one year, but I ended up

loving my schools, hanging out with my fellow JETs, and Kumamoto itself

so much that I decided to stay here much longer than I ever expected. I

love onsens, J-fashion, and especially karaoke. (I’m lucky there isn’t a

convenient location to do karaoke in Uto, or I’d be a lot poorer!) On

weekends, I can often be found eating cucumber rolls at Hamazushi,

cramming kanji on Wanikani, playing Final Fantasy XIV on my PS4, or

wandering about aimlessly while listening to a good audiobook. I’d love to

support my fellow JETs in any way I can, so please don’t hesitate to reach

out and maybe we can grab a coffee sometime! 

よろしくお願いします！

Ryan Pascua
4th year ALT

Hi everyone! My name is Ryan I'm a 4th year high school ALT, based in

Uto, from the state of Colorado in the U.S. I love music (Jpop, Kpop,

Classical, etc), playing video games (RPGs are my favorite. I sure do love

me some Pokémon, Final Fantasy, Genshin Impact, etc so if you need

help in a game hit me up). I also enjoy sleeping, pretending to study

Japanese but probably just spacing out at my desk, anime and manga,

you name it. I've recently taken up learning the guitar and am hoping to

start piano lessons soon as well. Now that things are starting to normalize

more, I look forward to meeting many of the newer ALTs in person at

future events or just out and about around Kumamoto. I hope that

everyone enjoys their experience in Japan, but if you every need to talk

feel free to reach out! よろしく!



Linda Dobbins
2nd year ALT

My name is Linda Dobbins and I'm a

Swedish-American living on the

beautiful Amakusa islands. My

hobbies include traveling, scuba

diving, and dancing. I am a huge

advocate for Amakusa and will gladly

show you around if you want to visit!

Daryl Rowe
4th year ALT

Wah gwaan? I’m Daryl! I hail from the
beautiful island of Jamaica, but I’ve traded
one island for another, as I’ve called
Amakusa ‘home’ for the last few years. I’m
happy to live in such a wonderful (and
comparatively warm) place! I love the
beach and just relaxing in any body of
water really. I like playing video games,
watching anime and movies, as well as
listening to music. I’ve participated in
several activities during my time here
including traditional Japanese dance,
ikebana, newscasting, pilgrimages, etc. I
love a good karaoke session coupled with
a few (or several) drinks and going to ‘my
happy place’. Amakusa has an amazing
community of ALTs and warm and
kindhearted locals. You’re sure to have
several strange and unique experiences
here. Welcome!

AmakusaAmakusa
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YatsushiroYatsushiro

Paige Turner
2nd year ALT

Hey all! I'm from Wisconsin, USA. When

not at work, you can usually find me

haunting around Yatsushiro collecting

ingredients for whatever recipe I'll be trying

next or chilling out with some of the other

ALTs. I prefer movies with happy endings-

because the world has enough sad stories

on its own. 

I studied English Education in college (or

university for those from outside of the

US), so while I'm passionate about

learning and teaching, my true loves fall

under coffee and (bubble) tea. I really

enjoy trying out new cafes on weekend

mornings, and returning to classic

favorites. There's one in Yatsushiro that

has honey from an on-site hive in

everything that they serve! 

Also yes- my name is real, and I do love to

read.

Bethany Harris
2nd year ALT

Nice to meet you! My name is Bethany and

I’m one of the area leaders for Yatsushiro.

I have been working as an ALT here since

last June and was the first of the new

cohort to come during the pandemic! In my

free time you can find me hiking, exploring

Kyushu, and trying lots of new Japanese

foods. 



Minami-AshikitaMinami-Ashikita

Mary Painter
4th year ALT

Hi everyone! I’m Mary Painter, a 4th

year ALT in Tsunagi Town and

humbly serving my 3rd year as an

Area Leader for the Minamata-

Ashikita region. Nice to meet you!

True to my last name, I love painting,

drawing, designing, dance, music,

JRPGs and anything involving the

arts. You may have seen my design

work for various issues of the

Kumamoto YOKA as well. I’ve built up

a lot of knowledge about the area and

our prefecture during my time here, so

feel free to ask me anything about the

region or about life in Japan!

Minamata-Ashikita has a plethora of

natural and historical beauty,

sightseeing spots and grounds for

endless inspiration. I look forward to

meeting you all and helping you

experience what our beautiful region

has to offer! Welcome to Kumamoto!~

Luke Baldwin
2nd year CIR

Hello! I'm from Bedfordshire in the UK

and I’m a second year Coordinator for

International Relations (CIR) in the

seaside town of Ashikita, in the south

of the prefecture. It's my first year

being an Area Leader for the

Minamata-Ashikita region. I’m a bit of

a languages nerd (speak decent

Japanese and Spanish, and am trying

to learn Swahili!). I’m also quite

outdoorsy so I love spending time in

the beautiful nature spots around

Kyushu. At work I do translation,

interpreting, school/nursery visits, and

hold cultural exchange events. Follow

my instas @kokusai_ashikita and

@ashikitalife to stay up to date with all

the hip events around town! 
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KumaKuma

Carla Petite
5th year ALT

My name is Carla Petite and I’m
Jamaican. I love the beach, long

drives, and the outdoors. But, gimmi a

quiet evening at home or a good

adventure ANYWHERE as long as

there is good vibes, I’m ready. 

What can I tell you? I have already

visited about 30 prefectures, and can

definitely say without a doubt that

Japan is AMAZINGGGG! So welcome

to one of the BEST experiences of

your life! Just remember that, when

the weather or insects get too much,

or the relationship with a JTE or

someone else is not going too great. 

“It’s one of the BEST experiences of

your life!”

So take a breather, find or create your

own safe space and take full

advantage of this opportunity. 

As they would say in my country,

“BIG UP YU SELF AN WALK GOOD!

~

Valeria Trevino
2nd year ALT

Hi everyone, welcome to Kumamoto!!

I'm Val a SHS ALT and one of the

area leaders of the Hitoyoshi-Kuma

area! 

I was born and raised in northern

Mexico, and then moved to South

Texas when I was in high school. Both

places are pretty similar and dry, so

my biggest culture shock has to be the

humidity and the lack of Mexican food.

Despite this, I tolerate it because I

genuinely love my placement (and my

grown kids!) The beauty and nature of

the Kuma area, my friends, and the

incredibly kind people I've

encountered here have made this

place my second home. If I'm having a

bad day, all I need to do is just look at

the green mountains or the Kuma river

and I instantly feel better. I truly hope

you can make many fun memories

while living in this amazing prefecture.

However, if you ever need someone

to talk to, please don't hesitate to

reach out. If you're ever in Hitoyoshi-

Kuma (or even if you're not) hit me up.

I'd love to hang out sometime!!
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Bug Love
By Emerson Neely



Cumin Steak,
Turmeric Rice, and

Cucumber Salad 

Recipes

Ingredients
¾ lb//340g steak (whatever you consider
two servings)
½ cup rice (or whatever you prefer for two
servings)
1 cucumber
½ tomato 
¼ onion (red onion or even a shallot works
best, but a yellow onion is still good!)
1 garlic clove 
Cooking oil (I always use olive oil)
Mayonnaise (kewpie works perfectly!) 
Apple or rice vinegar (⽶酢)
Lemon or (Yuzu) juice

Spices
Black pepper
Salt
Turmeric
Garlic powder
Coriander, ground 
Cumin, ground 
Oregano (dried)
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Make your rice as you usually do, with
the addition of about ½ teaspoon
ground turmeric and ¼ tsp salt. ½ cup
rice, ½ tsp turmeric, ¼ tsp salt 
Dice tomato(es), cucumber(s), and
onion. Put them into a bowl together
with the lemon juice. ½ tomato, 1
cucumber, ¼ onion, 1 splash lemon
juice
Drizzle with oil and add spices. Stir to
combine and set aside. 1 tsp oil, ¼ tsp
oregano, ¼ tsp salt, 1 pinch black
pepper 
Small dice the garlic clove and put into
a small bowl. Add mayo, vinegar, and
spices. Whisk to combine and make
the garlic sauce. 1 garlic clove, 2 tbsp
mayo, 1 tsp vinegar, ¼ tsp garlic
powder, 1 pinch salt, 1 pinch black
pepper
Preheat a skillet over medium-high
heat. 
While the skillet heats up, season the
steak with spices on both sides. ¾ lb
steak, ¼ tsp salt, ¼ tsp cumin, ⅛ tsp
coriander
Once the skillet is hot, add oil and swirl
to coat the bottom. Add steak and
cook until your preferred doneness, 2-
5 minutes per side. Transfer to a clean
plate and let rest for about 5 minutes.
1 tsp oil 
When the steak has finished resting,
thinly slice against the grain. I serve it
with the garlic sauce over the steak
and the turmeric rice.

Directions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

  To be completely honest, I eyeball all of
the spices to my preference with this dish.
I make it about once a week and enjoy the
leftovers for lunch. After you make it the
first time, feel free to adjust the
measurements as you see fit.
  This dish is especially great for those in
the Yatsushiro area in winter as well due
to the famous shio-tomatoes! If you use
shio-tomatoes, you may want to omit the
salt in the cucumber salad portion. Enjoy!!

Recipe Inspo from Mealime

Coconut Mango Curry
Ingredients
½ cup rice (or two servings worth) 
¾ lb chicken (omit or use firm tofu for
vegan replacement)
½ small bunch cilantro 
½ can coconut milk (= 200ml)
1 clove garlic 
1 piece ginger root (about one inch)
½ cup frozen mango 
1 bell pepper (red, yellow, or orange)
½ medium onion (red onion suggested if 

WRITTEN BY

PAIGE TURNER



Prepare rice as you usually do. ½ cup
rice
Large dice the pepper and small dice
the onion. Add both to a bowl together,
or just set aside. 1 pepper, ½ medium
onion
For cilantro, shave the leaves off the
stems at a downward angle, working
away from you, discard the stems and
finely chop the leaves. Transfer to a
small bowl, or just set aside. ½ small
bunch cilantro
Peel and mince or grate the ginger
and garlic. Transfer to a small bowl.
Add the curry powder, cumin, salt, and
pepper. This is now your spice
mixture. 1 clove garlic, 1 piece ginger,
1 tbsp curry powder, ½ tsp salt, ¼ tsp
pepper
Dice mango into medium-sized cubes.
If you like the size that they come in
frozen, leave them as is. You don’t
need to thaw prior to cooking. ½ cup
frozen mango
Chop the chicken or tofu into roughly 1
inch cubes. ¾ lb chicken/tofu 
Preheat a saute pan over medium
heat. Once the pan is hot, add oil and
swirl to coat. cooking oil
Add the chicken or tofu to the pan.
Season with salt and pepper to taste,
cook until browned but not cooked
through, 1-2 minutes. Transfer to a
bowl. chicken/tofu, salt, pepper 
Once the chicken or tofu has been
transferred, add the bell pepper and
onion to the pan. Cook until softened,
stirring frequently. Roughly 3-5
minutes. bell pepper, onion 
Add your spice mixture to the pan,
cook while stirring until combined for
about 15-30 seconds. 
Add the coconut milk and the mango
to the pan. Bring the mixture to a boil.
200ml coconut milk, ½ cup frozen
mango
Once boiling, reduce to a simmer. Add
the chicken/ tofu and about ¾ of the
cilantro (save the rest to use as a
garnish) to the pan. Cook until the
chicken/ tofu is cooked through, about
4-6 minutes. chicken/tofu, cilantro
Divide the rice and curry between
bowls and top with the cilantro (or, as I
sometimes do, mix cilantro into rice).

Directions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

available)

Preferred cooking oil

Spices
Black pepper 

Cumin (ground)

Curry powder

Salt

  This is another of my favorite dishes that
I make fairly often. As cilantro is hard to
come by, I usually make it without.
Coconut milk is in abundance at the local
Kaldi, so I have never had any trouble
finding it. 
  If the tofu isn’t very firm, it may be best to
just add it on top at the end instead of
having it simmer for the last 4-6 minutes to
keep it from getting crumbly. Enjoy!!

Recipe Inspo from Mealime

Garlic Butter Corn
Pasta Sauce

Cook pasta according to directions
until done to preference. Lightly drizzle
with oil or additional butter and set
aside. 1 lb pasta
Heat olive oil in a large skillet over
medium heat. Dice and add the onion
and corn. Cook for 5 minutes or until
golden. oil, ¼ onion, 2-3 ears corn
Dice and add the garlic cloves along
with the butter, and thyme. Add salt
and  pepper  to  taste.   Cook  until  the  

Ingredients
1 lb preferred pasta (I like to use 1
package of tortellini or ½ a package of
farfalle from Kaldi but even spaghetti
works well!)
2 tbsp preferred oil (I use olive oil) 
2-3 ears of corn, removed from the cob.
Roughly 1-1 ½ cups of corn 
¼ onion (red, yellow, or a medium shallot)
4 tbsp salted butter
2 garlic cloves 
½ cup white wine (dry works best, cooking
sake or mirin also tastes good)
⅓ cup heavy cream, canned coconut milk,
or whole milk 
⅓ cup grated parmesan or asiago cheese 

Spices
1 tbsp thyme 
1 tsp crushed red pepper 
Salt
Pepper 
Basil

Directions
1.

2.

3.

▲

Coconut mango curry

▲

Garlic butter corn pasta sauce
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and pepper to taste. Cook until the
butter begins to brown and the corn
begins to crisp, about 3-4 minutes.
Season with red pepper flakes to
taste. (If you want, remove a few
spoonfuls to use as garnish for the end
of the meal) 2 garlic cloves, 4 tbsp
butter, 1 tbsp thyme, salt, pepper, red
pepper flakes 
Reduce the heat to low. Add the wine
and simmer for about 2 minutes. ½
cup wine
Add the cream and parmesan, cook
for 2-3 minutes until warmed through.
Add the pasta to the sauce, gently
tossing to combine. ⅓ cup cream, ⅓
cup grated cheese, pasta
Remove from heat, divide between
plates, and enjoy! Add some basil for
garnish, and the previously saved corn
if you so desire.

If you have it, fresh thyme and
basil work best! Otherwise, I stick
with dried. 

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

  This is a great summer dish that I found
and altered in August to accommodate
ingredients that are easier to find in Japan.
As a note–I’ve used shredded mozzarella
and a general grocery store cheese mix,
it’s still just as delicious, and makes the
sauce a bit more cheesy. Great for if you
aren’t using the tortellini.
  As someone from the Midwest (USA),
having some fresh sweet corn to use really
made this one hit home. The original
recipe suggested using ravioli, but I
haven’t found or made any to test that.
With how good they are with the tortellini,
I’m sure it’d be delicious. Enjoy!!

Recipe Inspo from Half-Baked Harvest

◆◆◆
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